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The Musée national de l’histoire  
de l’immigration, which opened to 
the public in 2007 at the Palais  
de la Porte Dorée in Paris,  
is a multi-disciplinary cultural 
institution.

With its permanent collections, 
cultural programme, resources 
centre accessible to all and a network 
of partners, the institution aims  
to bring together and preserve the 
history of immigration, raising  
its profile and making it accessible  
to as many people as possible  

so that the role of immigration in  
the construction of France is known 
and recognised.

The permanent exhibition Repères 
(Reference Points) takes a diverse 
approach to perspectives and 
disciplines, covering two centuries  
of the history of immigration.  
Personal accounts, archive 
documents, photographs and works 
of art echo each other in a historical 
and thematic tour which recounts 
high points in French history since 
the 19th century. 

the Musée national de l’histoire de l’immigration
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The history of fashion, and of haute couture more 
specifically, is also the history of immigration. 
Some famous designers immediately spring to mind:  
Elsa Schiaparelli, Paco Rabanne, Kenzo, Azzedine Alaïa,  
to name but a few. However, it is actually made up  
of the stories of over two hundred designers from abroad, 
each of which reflects in its own way an episode in  
the history of immigration, and demonstrates that success 
did not always come easily for all of them when they  
arrived in France.

Moreover, the global influence of France as the fashion 
capital of the world owes a debt not just to the expertise  
of haute couture designers, but also to the talent  
of seamstresses and to all the arts and crafts trades 
associated with the luxury goods industry.

What a French label offers in branding terms is the expertise 
acquired from the rest of the world, which has enriched it. 
These designers are valuable examples of this and are  
not viewed in the least as victims or in a xenophobic light.
Lastly, fashion today celebrates diversity in an inclusive 
vision whose conventions do not preclude individuality. 
 
The exhibition Fashion Mix. French Fashion, Foreign  
Designers looks at the careers of these foreign artists in eight 
sequences. From Worth to Fortuny, schiaparelli to Balenciaga,  
Paco rabanne to issey Miyake, and from Yohji Yamamoto  
to Azzedine Alaïa, all the designers who helped to shape the fashion 
idiom of each decade of the 20th century found fertile artistic soil  
for their talents in Paris. 
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1   WORTH AND THE BRITISH SCHOOL
 By inventing the industry and art of haute couture, Charles Frederick Worth 

launched a stylistic school in which quintessentially British eccentricity 
gained legitimacy. this British couturier applied his signature label to  
the inside of dresses like an artist signing the bottom of a painting.  
He invented the concept of both seasonal collections in Paris and fashion 
shows.

2   EXPERIMENTS WITH FABRIC 
 the development of styles in 20th century fashion is evident in some designers 

and couturiers’ specific experiments with textiles and unusual techniques. 
in printing, weaving and embroidery, renowned couturiers made textile 
innovation their main focus, whereas for others it was colour or patterns. 
Mariano Fortuny was one such designer. this spaniard, who settled in Venice, 
chose to patent his inventions in Paris, where they captivated Parisian women. 

3  SCHIAPARELLI AND THE ITALIANS 
 Coco Chanel used to describe elsa schiaparelli as “That artist who makes 

dresses”. this italian-born designer, who became a French citizen in 1931, 
turned the fashions of the 1930’s and 40’s on their head through her close 
relationships with artists and her taste for surrealism, which she incorporated 
into her own creations. Her famous trompe-l’oeil sweaters were produced by 
the young Armenian refugee Aroosiag Mikaelian, who arrived in France 
 in 1928.

4   BALENCIAGA AND THE SPANISH SCHOOL 
 Cristóbal Balenciaga is a unique figure among the fashion maestros  

of the 20th century. He designed French-influenced dresses in spain between 
1917 and 1932. He fled the spanish Civil War in 1936 and settled in Paris like 
many spanish refugees, some of whom became famous in the world of haute 
couture, including Castillo and Paco rabanne. From collection to collection 
and season to season, Cristóbal Balenciaga created a body of work whose 
influence is still felt today.

5   COSMOPOLITAN HAUTE COUTURE IN THE 1950’S
 in the 1950s, Paris exerted an unprecedented influence on couturiers  

from a diverse range of nationalities. Although they did not belong to a single 
stylistic school, they all displayed their own individuality with varying  
degrees of exoticism. their contribution to French fashion is very obvious,  
as is demonstrated by the long line of designers whose debuts they fostered.
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6   JAPANESE DESIGNERS
 “The Japanese have invaded Paris”, “Temple monks and kamikaze  

pilots”, “All dressed up courtesy of Japan” – this perceived “Japanese peril”  
was a source of grave concern in the French textile industry.  
When issey Miyake, rei Kawakubo and Yohji Yamamoto presented  
their collections in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, little did they know that  
they would revolutionise the fashion world by introducing a new way of 
looking  at garments and a highly structural approach.

7  THE BELGIAN SCHOOL
 in 1980 and 1981, “6 +1” designers graduated from the royal Academy of Fine 

Arts in Antwerp, Belgium: Ann demeulemeester, Walter Van Beirendonck,  
dirk Van saene, Birk Bikkemberg, Marina Yee, dries Van Noten and  
Martin Margiela. they witnessed the French fashions of the decade and 
were influenced by the rise of Japanese designers and the creation of a new 
aesthetic.

8   THE PROLIFERATION OF CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS
 in the 1990’s and the first decade of the 2000’s, an acceleration in the  

rate of cultural change, the great impetus for interaction, and the massive 
democratisation of travel gave birth to an unfettered creative network.  
the presence of its members in Paris bears witness to the capital’s  
role as a creative laboratory, but also to industrial and economic success 
driven by major luxury groups. 
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Cultural programme 

Standards 
show for 8 dancers by Pierre rigal
23 and 24 January at 8pm
25 January at 4pm
tickets: €12/9

Borders, a journey into textile territory
Performance/exhibition
sokina guillemot
From 3 to 15 March
Free entry.

Autre Couture
ouLiPo readings
14 March at 8pm and 15 March at 4pm
Free entry

Etamorphose
show by sakina M’sa
11 April at 8pm and 12 April at 4pm
tickets: €12/9

Guided tour of the exhibition 

guided tour with a lecturer, during which 
visitors learn about the russian,  
Armenian, italian, spanish, Japanese,  
and Belgian designers who disseminated 
French expertise worldwide.  
(only in French)
13, 27 & 30 december, 
17 & 31 January,  
1st, 7, 21 & 28February, 
8, 21, 29 March,  
4, 12, 18, 19 & 26 April,  
2, 9, 17, 23, 24  & 30 May at 11am. 
tickets: €10/7

Resources 

The exhibition catalogue is  
on sale in the Palais bookshop  
(€35 – French only). 

the Abdelmalek sayad multimedia library 
offers materials available for all to enhance 
museum visits.

educational materials are available on the 
website for teachers and their students: 
a teachers’ resource pack, an educational 
tour for students aged 13-14 and for 
secondary schools, literary and artistic 
support materials, educational factsheets 
on the applied arts and artistic cultures.

 

Information and booking: 
reservation@histoire-immigration.fr 
tel.: +33 (0)1 53 59 64 30 

, exhibition tie-in activities



Family workshops 
(for children aged 6 and over)

The Musée national de l’histoire 
de l’immigration offers discovery 
workshops based on the Fashion Mix 
exhibition, linked to the museum’s 
themes.

• Story tour (Laure Urgin)
“The story of the world which dressed 
Paris and other tales” is a story-telling 
session at the Fashion Mix exhibition.  
the audience is invited to listen to stories 
freely inspired by some of the artefacts on 
display. An italian collarette, a British suit, 
russian embroidery, Japanese pleating – 
the whole world dresses Paris and weaves 
strange stories into its clothes!

• Fashion Workshop  
(Frédérique Daubal)
“Inspirations from abroad, 
contemporary figure”. in the style of a 
game of Consequences, the participants 
create a mini book of fashion figures using 
fabrics, patterns and sources of inspiration 
from different countries. 

Carte blanche to the Palais  
Galliera workshops 

Fashion is all about starting over again! After 
visiting the exhibition, children can draw 
inspiration from foreign designers in French 
haute couture to create fashion designs 
(“The Fashion Map”), or a trendy fashion 
mood board (“Trainee stylist”).

Workshop calendar 

JANUARY 2015  

Wednesday 28 3pm trainee stylist
saturday 31 3pm trainee stylist

FEBRUARY 2015 

saturday 7 10.30am the Fashion Map
saturday 7 3pm Fashion Workshop
Wednesday 11 3pm Fashion Workshop
saturday 14 3pm trainee stylist
Wednesday 18 3pm Fashion Workshop
saturday 21 10.30am the Fashion Map
saturday 21 3pm story tour
Wednesday 25 3pm story tour
saturday 28 10.30am trainee stylist
saturday 28 3pm story tour

MARCH 2015  

Wednesday 4 4pm story tour
saturday 7 3pm story tour

APRIL 2015

Wednesday 8  4pm  story tour 
saturday 11  3pm  story tour 
Wednesday 15  3pm  Fashion Workshop 
saturday 18  3pm Fashion Workshop 
Wednesday 22   3pm Fashion Workshop 
saturday 25  3pm  Fashion Workshop

 

MAY 2015  

Wednesday 6  3pm  Fashion Workshop

Information and booking: 
reservation@histoire-immigration.fr 
tel.: +33 (0)1 53 59 64 30

tickets: €6 (under 18)



useful information

MUSÉE NATIONAL DE L’HISTOIRE DE L’IMMIGRATION 
PALAIS DE LA PORTE DORÉE
293, avenue Daumesnil - 75012 Paris 
www.histoire-immigration.fr

Access 
293, avenue daumesnil - 75012 Paris 
Métro  8  - tramway 3a - Bus 46  - Porte dorée

Visitors with disabilities can enter the Palais de la Porte dorée  
via 293, avenue daumesnil (office entrance).

 
Opening times 
tuesday to Friday, 10am to 5.30pm 
saturday and sunday, 10am to 7pm 
Multimedia library: tuesday to saturday from 2pm  
to closing time of the Palais 
ticket offices close 45 minutes before closing time.

 
Ticket prices :  
www.histoire-immigration.fr 
Free for visitors under 26, and for all visitors on the first sunday  
of every month.


